
TECHNICAL DATASHEET MIRROR TV

Due to the waterproof installation of the electronic components (according to 
protection class IP65), you can use the Smart devices carefree in any damp and 
wet areas.

The vibration speaker, or resonance body speaker, is permanently installed in 
the Aquarius TV. it does not require any holes in the glass, which would be a 
way for water entering the TV. The vibration speaker transforms the glass into a 
resonating body.

PVR, Personal Video Recorder, allows for time-shifted television. The PVR record-
ing function allows you to record your favorite shows and movies using a USB 
flash drive or an external hard drive

The integrated Triple Tuner allows the connection of all transmission systems: 
Satellite (DVB-S2), Cable (DVB-C) and Terrestrial, (DVB-T2). Simply connect the 
corresponding cable directly to the the Aquarius TV and start the channel scan. 
There is no need for external receivers.

The 12 Volt DC operation guarantees safety in wet areas and allows the instal-
lation of the AQUUA TV even in the shower! The bathroom is subject to strict 
regulations, with the 12 Volt-DC operation you are on the safe side.

You can choose between different types of glass to match the desired style. All 
options convince with a resistant, scratch-resistant and easy-to-clean surface.

We recommend using a subscription card from your provider, as the connection is 
located on the back of the Bathroom TV.

Each mirror TV is individually planned and designed according to your specifica-
tions and wishes. Thus, each final project becomes a high-quality unique item.

STANDARD MODELS

KEY CUSTOMIZATIONDISPLAY

SPECIFICATIONS

Television Set
Installation System
Remote Control
Power Supply (if applicable)
Accessories (if applicable)
Manual

Mirror Size
Mirror Type
TV Size & Positioning
TV Requirements (waterproof/ inputs&outputs)
Accessories

Screen Size
Operating Voltage
Resolution
Aspect Ratio
TV Display

IP Rating
Internal Vibration Speakers
TV Tuner
Energy Efficiency
Passive Ventilation

Mirror Glass Choices
Silver(US/14), Black(US/71),  

Tinted(NS/16), Crystal(GE/50)

IP65 to IP67
3 Watt, 8 Ohm

DVB-T2/C/S2 mit CI Slot
Depends on TV model & size

Depends on requirement &TV size

11” to 84”
12 Volt DC to 220 Volt AC

Depends on TV screen size
16:9
LED

Waterproof TV

SP-XXXX

IR-Out         Audio-Out      DC-12V     VGA    PC-Audio      SCART       DVB-S2       DVB-T2/C      COAX    HDMI   USB     Headphone    YPbPr   AVIN   CI Slot
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